Career Goals

Nina Ricci

**Long-range goals**- My goal is to become a successful performer and songwriter, to be in the memory of music history, to have a long-established career, to be worthy to be remembered for goodness, to be a competent musician capable of managing other musicians, to help establish the meaning of true art in the minds of coming generations.

**Mid-range goals**- To graduate from Berklee with honors to my name, to establish a site for artistry upon my exit from Berklee, to professionally record my music and begin funnelling it into the appropriate portholes, to search for funding for my music, to assemble a faithful group of individuals who will make my vision their priority.

**Short-range goals**- To further cultivate my artistry, to gain the tools to become a professional musician, to begin to polish my character for audience consumption, to build my repertoire and become comfortable performing to an audience, to become orderly in my activities so I have time and energy to do what I must to become the person of the “long-range goal.”